I. INTRODUCTION
Multimeric proteins interacting with small ligands offer an opportunity to study cooperativity and its relevance to controlling chemical and biological processes. [1] [2] [3] [4] The ligands inside the protein play important roles as biological messengers 5, 6 and participate in chemical reactions. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Specifically, it is of interest to understand the dynamics of and at a protein-protein interface in view of the ligand dynamics within each of the subunits of a particular di-or multimeric protein. The eventual coupling between the two types of processes (within the monomers and at their interface) is potentially relevant for exercising control over ligand migration pathways and the binding kinetics in multimeric proteins. Because directly observing the real time spatial dynamics of ligands in proteins is experimentally very challenging, [13] [14] [15] [16] atomistic simulations have become an attractive complementary technique for investigating such processes which is the approach pursued here. 17 A system which is suitable to study such effects is the homodimeric hemoglobin HbI from Scapharca inaequivalvis. This protein has been previously characterized in structural, [18] [19] [20] [21] thermodynamic, 22 kinetic, 2,23 and computational 24, 25 terms. The accumulated information suggests that the functionally relevant dynamics is strongly influenced by structural changes at the interface and the number of water molecules between the two monomers. The most significant tertiary change between the deoxy (T, ligand unbound) and the fully ligand-bound (R) state is the orientation of the phenyl-sidechain of Phe97 in which the v angle changes from 50 to 160 upon ligand binding. The conformational change is accompanied by a change in the degree of hydration of the interface in that 17 water molecules are present in the deoxy state and only 11 a) Present address: Lehrstuhl f€ ur Theoretische Chemie, Ruhr-Universit€ at Bochum, 44780 Bochum, Germany.
2329-7778/2016/3(1)/012003/16 V C Author(s) 2016 3, 012003-1 water molecules are found for the ligand-bound protein. It has been proposed that the interfacial water molecules play a role in communication between the monomers. 24 However, phenyl rotation has never been directly observed experimentally.
The specific questions that arise for the homodimeric hemoglobin HbI concern the coupling between ligand migration pathways and their barriers on the one hand and structural changes and changes in hydration at the protein interface on the other hand. Specifically, it is of interest to understand how the heme-ligation-state in one monomer affects ligand migration in the second monomer and whether and how the dynamics at the interface transduces information. Atomistic simulations have repeatedly shown to be exquisitely useful to address such questions, both in qualitative and in quantitative terms. Characterization of the protein dynamics in atomistic detail cannot be easily obtained from experiment alone. For this, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have provided useful insights and answered questions regarding protein dynamics and folding. [26] [27] [28] [29] For HbI, there are two major differences in the X-ray structure between the ligandbound and ligand-free states: the orientation of the side-chain of Phe97 and the degree of hydration. Important amino acids are highlighted in Figure 1 . Apart from this, the crystal structure of the deoxy state also shows water molecules in the distal site. 19 Further comparison of the two structures shows that the Lys96(monomer1)-propionate1(monomer2) and Lys96(monomer2)-propionate1(monomer1) salt bridges are replaced by Lys96(monomer1)-propionate2(monomer2) and Lys96(monomer2)-propionate2(monomer1) interactions, i.e., the Lys96 of one monomer switches interaction with the heme-propionates on the other monomer (see Figure 1) . The breaking and formation of the salt-bridges acts as a gate for FIG. 1. Scapharca dimeric hemoglobin. The heme subunits, CO, Leu36, Trp135, and Phe97 residues are in CPK representation and the protein as orange cartoon. The conformation of Phe97 in the deoxy state is shown in blue and for the fully ligand-bound state in red with 11 interfacial water molecules (green spheres). The ligand-bound state exhibits the salt bridge between Lys96 of monomer1 and one of the heme-propionates of monomer2.
water molecules to move in and out of the interface and potentially affects additional structural changes at the interface.
The present work investigates the ligand and water dynamics of ligand-bound, ligand-free, and relevant intermediate (ligand-bound, ligand-unbound, and ligand-free monomers in different combinations) homodimeric hemoglobins HbI. The intermediates include partially ligated and unligated (but ligand-containing) monomers which are all physiologically relevant along the pathway between the ligand-free and ligand-bound states. Here, the particular focus is on the coupling of ligand and protein degrees of freedom and on the interplay between protein motion and water dynamics. First, results on the link between protein, ligand, and water dynamics are discussed. Then, ligand migration is considered in more detail.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
For the MD simulations, crystal structures 2GRH 30 and 2GRF 30 from the PDB database are used for oxygenated and deoxygenated HbI structures, respectively. Both structures are M37V mutants of wild-type Scapharca Inequivalis dimeric hemoglobin. 30 Experimentally, the mutation was introduced to enlarge the distal pocket which was found to lower geminate rebinding of oxygen in solution. At the same time, cooperativity in ligand binding is maintained and proceeds along structural transitions as in wild-type HbI. Simulations were started from the 1b2b X-ray structure which is nearly symmetrical for the two monomers; their root mean square deviation (RMSD) is 0.4 and 0.8 Å for backbone atoms and all heavy atoms, respectively. In order to assess the influence of initial symmetry in the dimer, an explicitly symmetrized C 2 structure for 1b2b was also set up, fully solvated and treated as described further below. The structure of the protein is shown in Figure 1 .
HbI contains dimeric in which each monomer contains one heme group. Each monomer can be in a ligand-bound (b) or ligand-unbound (u, unbound; e, empty) state individually. The spectroscopic nomenclature labels the photodissociated, ligand-unbound state with an asterisk. Hence, 1u2u would correspond to 1(CO*)2(CO*). Experimentally, structures with both ligands bound (1b2b) or both ligands fully removed (1e2e) are known. Between those, several intermediate occupation and ligation states are possible: two mixed states with bound and unbound ligands (1b2u and 1u2b), both CO ligands unbound (1u2u), two mixed states with one ligandbound and one ligand-free monomer (1b2e and 1e2b) and finally two states in which one monomer is ligand-free and the other one is ligand-unbound (1e2u and 1u2e). The intermediate states are prepared starting from the (1b2b, 2GRH) state by removing the bond between the hemeiron atom and the CO-carbon atom and leaving the CO either in the distal pocket (u state) or removing it entirely from the structure (e state). In both cases, the heme-unit is treated with a force field that correctly captures the domed, five-coordinated structure. 31, 32 No structural information about the mixed states (binding intermediates) is available from previous experiments.
All the above systems were prepared using CHARMM, 33 and MD simulations were carried out using NAMD 34 with the CHARMM22 force field. 35 Each system was neutralized by adding counterions (16 Na þ and 18 Cl -ions) at physiological concentration (0.154 mol/l) and solvated in a cubic box of TIP3P water. 36 The fully solvated systems contains 46 216 atoms. The simulations consisted of relaxing the starting structures by conjugate gradient minimization, heating each system to 300 K for 1.2 ns, followed by 1 ns of equilibration at constant temperature and pressure (NPT ensemble) and finally several 100 ns of production in the NPT ensemble. The SHAKE algorithm 37 was used to constrain all rapid motions of hydrogen atoms. The nonbonded interactions were truncated at 16 Å , using a switching function starting from 12 Å . The nonbonded list was calculated for pairs within 16 Å . After running MD simulations for 200 ns of each systems, i.e., (1b2b, 1b2u, 1u2b, 1u2u, 1u2e, 1e2u, and 1e2e) in NAMD various structural and dynamics properties were analyzed.
To calculate the number of water molecules at the dimeric interface, a spherical region of radius 10.4 Å around the center of mass of the two heme subunits was considered. 24 Umbrella sampling was performed for estimating the energy barriers for CO migrating to internal Xe cavities and used a force constant of 5 kcal/mol/Å 2 , with a typical step-size of 0.3 Å and the Fe-CO distance as the reaction coordinate. 38 The step size is chosen such as to have between 25 and 35 overlapping windows per reaction coordinate. The simulation time for each window is 51 ps, 1 ps of relaxation and 50 ps for production. Overall, a total of 45 ns of simulation data were analyzed. The data were analyzed with the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM). 39, 40 
III. RESULTS
As a first validation, equilibrium simulations were carried out for the fully bound (1b2b) and unbound (deoxy-HbI, 1e2e) systems starting from their respective X-ray structures. 30 The structural RMSDs for the two dimers relative to their X-ray structures 2GRH (CO-bound) and 2GRF (deoxy) from a 25 ns simulation are 1.65 Å and 1.20 Å , respectively. This compares and agrees with RMSDs of 1.5 Å -2.0 Å for the ligand-bound and ligand-free monomers in a mixed dimer as investigated for 6 ns previously. 24 Although the average structures are quite well described, some of the distinguishing features of the ligand-bound and deoxy structures are only qualitatively reproduced, see Figure 10 . The averaged (over 25 ns) Fe-Fe distance between the two heme-subunits for the 1b2b state is 18.5 Å (compared to 18.2 Å from experiment and 19.7 Å from previous simulations, averaged over 1 ns (Ref . 24)) whereas for the 1e2e (deoxy) state this decreases to 18.1 Å (compared to 16.6 Å from experiment and 17.2 Å from previous simulations, averaged over 1 ns (Ref . 24)). Similarly, the number of water molecules between the 1b2b and 1e2e states differs by 2 compared to a difference of 6 and 8 from experiment and previous simulations.
For the mixed dimers, the simulations were started from the 1b2b structure. Hence, there is always an initial relaxation from the starting structure towards the particular state considered which was found to take usually 25 ns. After that time, the RMSD levels out at 1.5 Å for all backbone atoms and 2.0 Å for all heavy atoms. Over the subsequent 175 ns the RMSD is stable. The stability of the intermediates found in the present work is consistent with the same finding of the mixed 1e2b (1d2o in the nomenclature of Ref. 24 ) and 1b2e (1o2d) dimers although the time scales of the two simulations differ by 2 orders of magnitude.
To directly assess the dimer-symmetry on the nanosecond time scale, one simulation was started from an explicitly symmetrized structure with initial RMSD ¼ 0 between the two monomers. The dimer was again solvated in TIP3P water and heated, equilibrated, followed by 15 ns of free dynamics. Already after 1 ns of heating simulation the RMSD between the two monomers has increased to 1 Å . During the subsequent equilibration and free dynamics, the RMSD fluctuates around this value. Hence, on the nanosecond time scale, the exact C 2 structure is lost. This is the behaviour expected in NMR experiments. However, in a crystal, symmetry may either be preserved better or a slight asymmetry may be reinforced through crystal contacts as was, for example, found for the wild type (WT) homodimer for which substantial differences in ligand migration were observed for the two monomers. 25 The RMSDs between the two monomers in the X-ray structures of the M37V mutants are 0.8 and 0.4 Å (2GRH), 0.77 and 0.28 Å (2GRF) and for the WT they are 0.93 and 0.55 Å (3G46) for all heavy atoms and all backbone atoms, respectively. Hence, even in the crystals, the two monomers are not exactly symmetric, neither for the M37V mutant nor for the WT protein. This is also supported by the previous simulations which find an RMSD of 1.2 Å for main-chain atoms and 1.8 Å for heavy atoms between the two monomers. 24 As explicit symmetry is lost on the nanosecond time scale, preparation of the various intermediates (see above) from one common structure (1b2b) with 2 ns of heating and equilibration is expected to lead to largely independent systems.
A. Interfacial water dynamics
Time series which describe the equilibrium dynamics of the 1b2u intermediate (i.e., close to the initial 1b2b) are reported in Figure 2 . As the system is prepared from the fully ligandbound structure, at early times the dynamics is that of the 1b2b state. This can be, for example, seen in the location of the CO ligand (Figure 2(a) ). After less than 10 ns, the unbound CO ligand in monomer 2 starts to migrate, see Figure 2 (a), as the Fe-CO bond in this monomer was removed at t ¼ 0. The localization of the unbound CO ligand in the major pockets as a function of simulation time is also indicated. Unambiguous assignment of the CO ligand to a particular pocket requires more than a radial coordinate. Displaying such additional coordinates was, however, omitted for clarity. Instead, assignments were made based on information as that presented in heme-propionate-Lys96 salt bridge breaks (at 92 ns) after which (at 100 ns) the Fe-Fe distance decreases by %1 Å approaching the value characteristic for the deoxy state. Over the next 10 ns, the number of water molecules changes from the value characteristic for the ligandbound to that of the ligand-free state and the conformational transition of the Phe97 side chain occurs at 105 ns. Hence, several degrees of freedom are intimately linked on the nanosecond time scale. It is possible that water influx occurs in two stages, first following the breaking of the salt bridge and then following the conformational transition in Phe97. However, such a causal interpretation-Phe97 following salt bridge breaking-will require the observation of more such correlated events.
The analysis so far suggests that a conformational repositioning requires 10-15 ns and that breaking of the salt bridge triggers a change in the Fe-Fe distance and water occupation at the interface with reorientation of Phe97 occurring at later stages. This is further corroborated by a short period during which the salt bridge is reformed (Figure 2 (h) at 150 ns) which results in almost immediate increase of the Fe-Fe distance and a burst of water molecules but no apparent change in the Phe97 conformation. On the other hand, at around 30 ns a reorientation of Phe97 leads to immediate increase in n wat and the Fe-Fe separation which points towards direct involvement of Phe97 in the interfacial dynamics. Hence both, breaking the hemepropionate-Lys96 salt bridge and reorientation of the Phe97 side chain, lead to water influx.
The data in Figure 2 illustrate how conformational changes in the Phe97 dihedral angle lead to several concomitant changes at the dimerization interface such as the inclusion of water molecules at the interface. Repositioning of the Phe97 side chain is one of the tertiary structural changes between the ligand-bound and the deoxy-structure known from crystallography. 41 The Fe-Fe distance decreases sharply from 18.5 Å to 17.5 Å (see Figure 2 (e)) which is half the value found in the X-ray structure which are 18.2 Å and 16.6 Å in the fully ligand-bound and deoxy states, respectively. 30 Distribution functions for the number of water molecules n wat , the Fe-Fe distance, and the dihedral angle of the side chain of Phe97 suggest that all intermediates considered (1b2u, 1u2b, 1e2u, 1u2e, 1u2u, 1b2b, and 1e2e) are structurally somewhere between ligand-bound and deoxy-HbI. However, the individual simulation time of 200 ns is still too short to observe full relaxation. For example, within the time scale of the present simulations, we have not observed any change in the rotation of one monomer relative to the other which has been found to be 3:3 based on static R and T X-ray structures. 42 The absence of more global changes is consistent with the experimental finding 30 that this rotation is observed on time scales of 80 ls in a recent time-resolved X-ray crystallography study. 43 B. Ligand migration
Free dynamics
Monitoring ligand migration provides information about the architecture of proteins. First, the pathway of CO diffusion through the protein matrix after breaking the Fe-CO bond is followed. As shown in Figure 3 (left panel), the free CO molecule extensively samples monomer 2 in the 1b2u intermediate. The temporal evolution for this is illustrated in Figure 2 (a) which highlights the repositioning of the ligand on the 200 ns time scale. Specifically, the ligand samples the distal pocket and pockets Xe2 and Xe4. In this particular case, no ligand escape from the protein is found.
Contrary to that, simulations for other intermediates exhibit ligand escape as shown in Figure 4 . Trp135, which is one of the residues forming the Xe2 cavity, is usually involved when transitions into or out of this pocket occur, as can be seen in panels (a)-(c) and (e) of Figure 4 . The change in the dihedral angle / 2 of Trp135 from À60
to À160 creates a passageway for CO to move into or out of the Xe2 cavity. The 1u2u intermediate which has both CO molecules unbound but in the active site at the beginning of the simulation shows asymmetry in the ligand diffusion. In monomer 1 (1u) the CO ligand remains in the protein throughout the simulation whereas in monomer 2 (2u) it escapes after about 125 ns. In 1u, the ligand samples various internal states as indicated in Figure 4 (e). Contrary to that, before escaping to the solvent, CO in 2u only samples the distal site extensively as is also reported in Figure 3 . For this system, the initial RMSD for all heavy atoms is 0.8 Å and increases to 1.4 Å averaged over 25 ns. Hence, average structural differences of this magnitude lead to asymmetric dynamics in the two monomers. Figure 5 illustrates one CO displacement between the distal site and Xe4 together with repositionings of the relevant cavity-forming residues. It is found that Leu36 adopts a cavity-forming conformation (Figures 5(b) and 5(e)) during which passage of the CO ligand is possible. Hence, Leu36 is involved in controlling ligand migration between the distal site and Xe4. Contrary to that, residues Leu77, Ile114, and Ile118 remain almost invariant. Leu36 is generally quite flexible (see Figure 4 ) and adopts two well-defined conformations (/ 1 % 60 and / 1 % 150 ) with rare excursions to / 1 % À60 whereas Trp135 covers a range between À60 and À150 in a more diffuse manner without adopting particularly well-defined orientations. The two alternate conformations for Leu36 were also reported in a 1.08 Å resolution room temperature static crystal structure of HbI-CO, as mentioned in Ref. 25 .
Free energies
To understand the energy landscape of CO migration in different Xe cavities, the free energy for migration was determined from umbrella sampling simulations. This was done for the 1b2u and 1u2b intermediates and for migration between the distal pocket (B state) and Xe4 and for the B-to-Xe2 transition (only for 1u2b), as shown in Figure 6 . These two occupation states were chosen in order to probe how symmetric the homodimer behaves during the dynamics. The migration barriers are of the order of a few kcal/mol. In order to establish how representative single umbrella sampling simulations along a predefined (but in this case well-defined) reaction coordinate are, migration between the B-state and Xe4 in 1b2u was repeated four times, starting from different initial structures taken from the equilibrium simulations ( Figure 6(b) ). Overall, the results are very similar in that the B-state is energetically unfavoured whereas the Xe4 pocket is a clear minimum. Contrary to that, in 1u2b, the configuration with CO in the B-state is energetically favoured compared to that in the Xe4 pocket. This further suggests that despite starting the simulations from one common, nearly symmetrical structure (1b2b) with a RMSD between the two monomers of 0.4 and 0.8 Å for backbone atoms and all atoms except hydrogens, the dynamics of the homodimer is asymmetric on the 100 ns time scale.
The observed asymmetry for ligand migration in the free energy simulations also agrees with the findings reported in Figures 4(e) and 4(f), where CO diffusion in the two monomers 
Water diffusion
The presence of single water molecules in the distal pocket of the deoxy X-ray structure 30, 41 ( Figure 1) suggests that water molecules can enter the protein either around Phe97 or through the distal histidine (His69) gate at the dimeric interface. The distal pathway is indeed observed for 1b2u as shown in Figure 7 (a) which is also supported by optical experiments. 21 Similar behavior for water diffusion to the distal pocket is also observed for 1u2b, see Figure 7 (b). The present simulations find that water from the solvent diffuses into the protein through the BG pathway ( Figure 8 ) and to the distal pocket in the presence of CO inside the protein which points towards the possibility of multiple ligand occupancy inside the protein.
C. Global structural changes
In order to correlate the migration/localization of CO within the protein and the dynamics/ fluctuation of the protein residues, the averaged residue-RMSD in different windows of the umbrella sampling simulations was determined. For this, 4 different windows were considered. The average flexibility of the residues for different locations of the CO ligand within the protein is shown in Figure 9 . It is found that the RMSD of individual residues varies considerably depending on the location of the CO ligand inside the protein. Figure 9 (a) shows that helices E and F have a low mobility when CO is in the distal pocket compared to other helices. However, as CO migrates away from the distal pocket, helices E and F become more dynamical. Interestingly, helix B to which Leu36 residue belongs and which acts as a gate for the distal pocket has an increased RMSD compared to the initial stage which is an indicative of the influence of CO movement on the individual residues (Figure 9(b) ). Helices A, B, and G are involved in formation of the Xe4 pocket and their RMSD values after CO migration away from the distal site increase compared to the situation when CO is in the Xe4 pocket (Figures 9(c)  and 9(d) ). From this analysis, it is found that the protein motion is correlated with the   FIG. 7 . Snapshots for CO migration to the Xe4 pocket. W1 and W2 are the crystallographic water molecule close to His69. W2 forms a hydrogen bond with His69 and W1 forms a hydrogen bond with His69 and the heme-propionate group. W1 molecule does not migrate during the whole course of the simulation. Upper row for 1b2u: (a) CO and W1 and W2 at their X-ray positions, (b) W2 and CO both in the distal pocket, and (c) water in the distal pocket and CO migrates to Xe4. Lower row for 1u2b: (a) CO and W1 and W2 at their X-ray positions, (b) W2 H-bonded to W1 and CO in Xe4, and (c) W2 in the distal pocket and CO in Xe4.
positioning of the ligand inside the protein or, in other words, ligand and protein degrees of freedom are coupled.
The importance of fluctuations among conformational substates for ligand diffusion through the protein matrix has been suggested before based on experimental observations and simulations. 44, 45 Explicit coupling between ligand and protein motion has been found in the previous work on CO migration in myoglobin (Mb). 46 The mutual influence of protein and ligand degrees of freedom is further highlighted by the fact that for O 2 diffusion in truncated hemoglobin (trHbN) a Markov-state-model built on a combined analysis of protein structural changes together with the O 2 positions faithfully reproduces the underlying kinetics. 47 Truncated Hb exhibits Xenon-pockets similar to Mb and HbI, and analysis of the ligand degrees of freedom only in the Markov model is unable to capture the ligand dynamics in the protein as found in the molecular dynamics. 48 Such coupling is absent in implicit ligand sampling which neglects the influence of the ligand on the protein motion and vice versa and may affect ligand migration barriers derived from it. 49 
IV. DISCUSSION
The present simulations show a cascade of events for intermediates between the fully ligand-bound and ligand-free states. Of particular relevance are changes in the Fe-Fe distance, the number of water molecules at the dimerization interface, the conformational change in the dihedral angle of Phe97, and the salt bridge involving Lys96 and the heme-propionate. This data is summarized in Figure 10 for all systems studied with an accumulated simulation time in excess of 1 ls. The illustration attempts to provide an overview of the changes observed in the simulations by placing them in a logical, but necessarily non-unique or time-disordered fashion. Hence, the x-axis does not show a total simulation time but rather reports the 200 ns intervals which were run for each individual state. Also, conformationally averaged Fe-Fe separations and values for n wat are reported in the panels.
At the far left both CO molecules are bound (1b2b) to the heme whereas at the far right both CO molecules have been removed from the system (1e2e). Starting at 1b2b, the first change is to break the Fe-CO bond in one monomer. The choice of placing 1b2u next to 1b2b is arbitrary, though. Next, the bond to both CO ligands is broken, which yields 1u2u. The same remark concerning the ordering applies to the panels to the right of 1u2u.
On the right hand side, the limiting values for each of the variables in the 1b2b and 1e2e states from the X-ray structures 41 are indicated. On average, the Fe-Fe distance, the number of water molecules n wat , the Phe97 dihedral angle, and the length of the salt bridge for the various systems are bracketed by the limits given by experiment. Each system displays potentially rich dynamics between these limits, such as 1e2u. For example, this intermediate samples a "dry" state (n wat ¼ 8) with an exceptionally small number of water molecules at the interface at the beginning of the simulation, followed by an increase in the degree of hydration to n wat ¼ 20 during the following 100 ns. This change is accompanied by a gradual increase in the Fe-Fe separation. The observation of such a "dry" state has also been reported in earlier simulations of a 1b2e intermediate. 24 The T state (1e2e) is not fully stabilized in the present simulations. This is reminiscent of the situation for tetrameric Hb for which the same was observed. 50 While for the salt bridge (bottom row in Figure 10 ) the deoxy structure is maintained, only one Phe97 is in the orientation found in the X-ray structure. The degree of hydration is more towards the deoxy state but the number of water molecules at the interface n wat ¼ 14 differs from the experimentally observed value which is n wat ¼ 17. The same applies to the Fe-Fe distance which is smaller for 1e2e than for 1b2b. This is in accord with the experimental finding of a decreasing distance upon removal of the ligand but is too long by 1 Å in absolute terms. Hence, the qualitative changes between the R-and T-states can be reproduced by the simulations but not necessarily all quantitative aspects.
In the present work, the focus was on on-pathway intermediates between fully ligandbound and ligand-free HbI. A concise summary of the findings is as follows:
• Asymmetry: The dynamics of the homodimeric protein HbI is asymmetric on the 100 ns time scale in view of the ligand migration pathways and the energetic preference of the different states as suggested in Figures 4 and 6 . Comparing the first migration time between 1u2b and 1b2u from our simulation shows asymmetry in the ligand migration time as was also found from time-resolved crystallography. 25 The difference in the occupation state of CO after photodissociation (more probable for Xe4 in 1b2u compared to Xe2 in 1u2b, not shown) in internal Xe cavities manifests an inherent asymmetry between the two monomers regardless of the global symmetry of the entire protein on the time scale of the present simulations. Similar observations of structural asymmetry were reported before. 18, 24, 25 • Conformational transitions: The Phe97 rotation between the two known orientations has been explicitly observed and occurs in the 50-100 ns time scale (about 15 events during 1 ls). This transition is followed by water influx at the interface and migration of CO in the Xe cavities and suggests coupling of these degrees of freedom. Also, the Fe-Fe separation responds to changes in the orientation of the Phe97 side chain. Furthermore, the salt bridge between Heme and Lys96 influences the Fe-Fe distance. The two Leu36 orientations known from crystallography and relevant for ligand migration between the distal site and the Xe4 pocket interconvert on the time scale of the simulations.
• Water-influx: Breaking the heme-propionate-Lys96 salt bridge and reorientation of the Phe97 side chain lead to water influx. This occurs primarily through the distal pathway.
• Ligand migration: The present unbiased simulations find ligand escape from the protein on the %100 ns time scale, see Figure 4 (c). This compares with a time scale of 10 ns from recent biased (locally enhanced sampling) simulations. 51 These simulations investigated O 2 diffusion in WT and a number of HbI mutants and found the following ligand-escape routes: between the B and G helices (5 cases, also observed here), between the E and F helices (4), between the B and E helices (2), and between the C and G helices (1, also observed here). However, in these locally enhanced sampling simulations, the histidine gate was not found to be an important ligand escape route, 51 at variance with previous spectroscopic work. 21 • Coupling: The present simulations support coupling of ligand-and protein-motion as suggested by recent NMR experiments. 52 This is also consistent with findings for Mb and trHbN. 46, 47 In two of the intermediates (1b2u and 1u2u), CO migration to the solvent through Xe4 was found. Previous work on the wild type protein found that Xe4 is not on the major exit pathway. This was concluded indirectly from the observation that the geminate CO rebinding fraction did not increase upon blocking the Xe4 site. 25 However, the possibility of a minor pathway through the G and H helices and exit at the dimeric interface cannot be excluded. In the present simulations, CO attempts to exit through this pathway, but diffusion out of the protein is never observed. The histidine gate, which was found to allow water entrance in the present work, has been proposed to be the major ligand exit route from the previous spectroscopic work 21 but was not found to be operative in simulations of O 2 diffusion in 14 different HbI variants and in the present work. 51 Concerning the time scale of ligand escape, the present study finds such a process on the 100 ns time scale which is about an order of magnitude longer than escape times from biased simulations such as locally enhanced sampling. 51 
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, the present simulations highlight that tertiary structural changes are correlated with each other. A triggering event (e.g., rotation of Phe97 or breaking of Lys96-heme salt bridge) is followed by additional changes at the interface (e.g., water influx or repositioning of the Fe-Fe separation). Ligand migration-which is at the heart of the function of such proteins-in one monomer is affected by the occupation and ligation state in the other monomer. Such behaviour is a hallmark of allostery. Given that the energetics of the chemical step (affinity of CO towards the heme-Fe) is identical in both monomers, variations in the affinity must arise from the monomeric ligation and occupation state. A mild correlation between protein motion and ligand diffusion was found for the movement of Trp135 whereas other changes in the protein structure did not correlate in an obvious fashion with ligand migration. The energy differences between the relevant changes are small, i.e., on the order of a few kcal/mol. This has important consequences not only for the system investigated here but also for the allosteric systems at large. It is anticipated that "the allosteric effect" is probably not one singular event but an orchestrated and coordinated change involving several elementary steps.
